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SUMMARY The recent evolution on the network tomogra 
phy have successfully provided principles and methodologies of 
inferring network-internal (local) characteristics solely from end 
to『end measurements, which should be followed by deployment 
in practical use. In this paper, two kinds of user-oriented tools 
for inferring on←way packet losses based on the network tomog 
raphy are proposed. They can infer one-way packet loss rates on 
paths or path segments from/to a user-host (a client) to/from a 
specified target host (an application server or a router) without 
any mea日urement on the target, and thus can find the congested 
area along the path between the client and an application server. 
One is a stand-alone tool running on the client, and the other is 
a client-server style tool running on both the client and a proxy 
measurement server distributed in the Internet. Prototypes of 
the tools have been developed and evaluated by experiments in 
the actual Internet environment, which shows that the tools can 
infer the loss rates within 1 % errors in various network condi 
tions. 
key 切ords: meαsurement tool, one 凹αu pαcket loss, net凹ork
tomogr ，α.phy 
1. Introduction
Since the Internet is characterized by its huge scale う di­
versity，組d distributed administration, it is expensive う
or sometimes di伍cult to directly measure internal dy­
namic states and performance of the network. There­
fore う it i日 of practical impor七ance to develop statis七i
cal and indirect w乱ys to infer several network-internal 
(local) characteristics ( e.g ・ぅ packet loss rat田 and queu­
ing delay statistics). Fortunatelyぅ the recent evolution 
on the network tomography have provided principles 
and methodologies of inferring network internal char­
acteristics solely from endぺo-end measurements [1] [3]. 
In particular, methods of inferring packet loss rates 
on a link or a network-cloud in paths has been suc­
cessfully developed in re回国 studies [4] [6], which em­
ploy closely spaced unicast packet pairs along tree­
structured paths. Nevertheless ぅ user-orient吋（i.e. ヲ eas­
ily usable on end-hosts) measurement tools employing 
these methods have not been in practical use yet. 
Measuring one-way characteristics of a path be­
tween a user-host and an application server is of practi­
cal importance for recent applications and application-
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level traffic optimizations う and it is sometimes required 
to be measured solely by the user-host. In this pa­
per, therefore う we propose and develop two kinds of 
user凶oriented tools for inferring one-way packet loss 
rates on path segments from/to an end-host (a client) 
to/from a specified target host (an application server 
or a ro叫er) without any measurement on the target. 
One is a stand-alone tool running on the client う and
the other is a client-server style tool running on both 
the client and a proxy measurement server distributed 
in the Internet. They utilize the above-mentioned infer­
ence method based on the network tomography along 
tree-structured paths. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 briefly explains how to infer packet loss rates 
on a path segment. Section 3 describes and discusses 
our prototype tools. Section 4 shows their evaluation 
by experiments in the Internet environment. Finally 
Sect. 5 concludes this work. 
2. Inference of Packet Loss Rates
We present a brief explanation of inferring packet loss 
rates on a path segment (a portion of a path) from 
end-to-end measurements according to our previous 
work [6]. 
Let us consider tree-structured path日 in Fig. l. Let 
αand b be the path from node O to 1 via 3 and the path 
from O to 2 via 3 ぅ respectively. Path segments 0→3, 
3→1 う and 3→2 are regarded as virtual “links
’＇ ， which 
may be a network同cloud between an end node and an 
intermediate node. Each link is labeled by a set of 
paths including the link (i.e.，仏b and αb). Suppose we 
dispatch a series of independent trials. In each trial う a
Fig. 1 End-to-end measurement on tree-structured paths. 
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pair of closely spaced (backぺo-back) probe packets is 
sent from 0. The first packet Pα in a pair is bound for 
1 along path α，while the second packet 九is bound for 
2 along path b. The time-space between Pα and凡is
as short as possible. 
• Let N be the number of all trials, Er (r ε｛α，b})
be the number of trials in which Pr reaches the
destination, and Eab be the number of trials in
which both Pα and九reach the des七inations. We
assume N is large enough.
• Let XR (R ε｛α，b ，αb}) be the occurrence probか
bility that an independent packet ( entering link R)
passes link R, which is one minus the packet loss
rate on R. Note that X ab can be regarded as the
occurrence probability that the firs七 packet Pα in
a trial passes link αb, while the second packet A
m可be less likely to p出Sαb (iムmore likely to
be dropped on ab). In addition, let x:b be the oc­
currence probability that both Pa and九in a trial
pass link αb.
• Let Yr be the occurrence probability that Pr 
reaches the destination, and uα b be the occurrence
probability that both Pα and A in a trial reach
the destinations. Note that Ya, Yb and Uα b can be
simply estimated (by the sample means) from data
N,Eα ，Eb, and Eα b observed in end-tかend mea­
surements.
Our goal is to infer packet loss rates on links αand
ab (i.e., 1- X a and 1 X ab），町eraged in a measurement 
period (a period in which N-trials 町e performed）仕om
only end-to-end measurements (i.e., N, Eα ，Eb, and 
Eab). To clari王y the rela七ion among the above prob­
abilities, we express them by using four fundamental 
events: 
Zαb �
f 
p収i!\ x:b �
f 
Pr[xi!
l 
n xi�＼
Zα �
f 
Pr[Xα IXi!\ X b 笠 P収b 1xi�＼
Uα �
f 
Pr[Xii）内Xα］， Yb 型Pr[Xi�）「l Xb], 
Uα b q竺P収；；l n xi� l 「lXα n Xb] (1) 
where we let xi!), xi�） ， Xα ，and X b be the events of 
Pα passing link αb, Pb passing link αb, P.α passing link 
α，and A passing link b, in a trial, respectively. 
Let us m北e some assumptions. Note that a typical 
situation in which the following assumptions hold is as 
follows: Losses on a link occur by an overflow of its 
queue; The overflow is caused by many independent, 
diverse traffic across the link; and queue is managed as 
FIFO. 
(Al) Probe packets are not always dropped on each 
link: 
Zα ，Xb,Xαb > 0. (2) 
(A2) Probe packets 町e dropped on each link indepen­
dently, i.e., the following quantity 8 is small: 
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(A3) In each trial, given that the second凡出品im­
mediately succeeds P.α is not dropped on link αb,
the first Pa is also unlikely to be dropped on the 
link, i.e., the following non-negative quantity E: is 
small: 
Eぎ1-P収i!
l
1xi�
l
].
Then we have the following relation: 
Uα ＝ X ab X α ， Yb = x:bx b /(1 － ε）， 
Uαb = x:bx α Xb(l十 8).
(4) 
Fromもhe above assumptions and relation, we ob­
tain approximations (inferred values）九b and 九to X ab 
and zα ， respectively, by letting c = 0 and 8 = 0 as 
follows: 
《 def UαYb 《 def Uα b 
X ab = 一一一一， Zα ＝ 一一一
Uα b Yb 
where the bias errors can be estimated as follows: 
Zα Zα b 
zα Zα b 
= (1 - 1::)(l + 8).
(5) 
(6) 
On the other hand, we obtain approximations to 
Uαb, Ya, and Yab from end-to-end measurements: 
Eα b Eα Eb 
Uα b 応 7’ Uα 何 万， Yb 何 万 (7) 
where 応 means that the right-hand quantity converges 
to the left-hand quantity if N→oo. Consequently, we 
have: 
九b 勾会；.�） �
f .!!!..::..§_ , 九倍会�N）ぎ�－ (8)0 EαbN Eb 
where £げ） and 込N) are employed as the inference for 
Zα b and zα ，respectively. While the convergence error 
depends on N, the bias error depends on 8 and c. Note 
that c is expected 七o be upper-bounded as follows: 
E壬1 一、 Zα b壬1 max(yα ， Yb), (9) 
which is derived from P収i!
l
1xi�
l
lとPr[Xi�l],and 
holds in many natural c郁朗. There are, however, some 
situations that may increase E: up to 1 - x α b, e.g., a 
non-FIFO queue ( e.g. ，阻D) in a congested router on 
path segment ab. 
3. The Prototype Tools
We describe our prototype tools - a stand-alone tool 
running on the client; and a client-server style tool 
running on both the client and proxy measurement 
server(s) th叫町e assumed to be distributed in the In­
ternet. 
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Fig. 2 Basic ideas of the inference tools. 
A basic idea of the stand-alone tool is shown in 
(I) of Fig. 2, while th抗of the client-server style tool is
shown in (II) and (III), where S is a target (a ser刊r
or a router), C is a client who needs to infer the one­
way losses between S and oneself, and M is a proxy
measurement server. In general, a series of七rials is dis­
patched where a pair (Pα，A) of closely spaced packets
is sent in each trial.
For conciseness, let CS, SC, SC’ ， MS, and SM
denote the onかway path ( or path segment) from C to 
S, from S to C，仕om S to C via another roundabout 
route (in (I)), from M to S, and from S to M, respec­
tively. 
3.1 The Stand-Alone Tool 
In (I) of Fig. 2, a series of trials is dispatched by C so 
出 th叫九·�passes t�rough CS and SC, while凡p田ses
through CS and SC' in order to avoid the correlation 
between loss behaviors of Pα and Pb on the same back­
ward path segment. This forms tree-structured _paths, 
i旦which link αb and αin Fig. 1 correspond to CS and 
SC, respectively. Based on the method explained in 
Sect. 2, the守ol runnjng on C infers one-way loss rate 
on each of CS and SC.
To let the packets travel along the above tree, the 
most flexible way is to use the IP source route option, 
i.e., Loose Source and Record Route (LSRR), which
is the very function of controlling the route of an IP
packet by users. However, routers in the current In­
ternet may prohibit packets with LSRR from being
forwarded, because malicious use of LSRR can vio­
late routing『policies of Internet Service Providers (ISP)
and/or introduce a threat against security in the Inter­
net. While the LSRR is not necessary for Pα if it causes
S to return some reply packet (e.g., an ICMP message)
regarded as a backward packet bound for C instead of
Pα itself，九may need the LSRR option in general sit­
uations. A special case in which LSRR is no七 necessary
is considered later (Fig. 3 (B)), which can be widely ap­
plicable in the current Internet.
3.2 The Client-Server Style Tool 
In (II) of Fig. 2, a series of trials is dispatched by C so 
as that Pα passes七hrough CS and SC, while Pb passes 
through CS 叩d SM. On the other hand, in (III), 
in accordance with a request from C, M dispatches a 
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日守ies of trials so as that Pα paさses thro哩h MS and 
SC, while 九passes through MS and SM. Link ab
in Fig. 1 corresponds 七o CS in (II) and M§ in (III), 
respectively, while link α corresponds to SC in both 
types. In collaboration with M，七he �ool runaj.ng on C
infers one-wザloss rates on each of CS and SC in (II),
or on only SC in (III). 
Note that, in (III), an upper-bound of c (Eq. (9) 
of Sect. 2) implies that the fewer packet losses on MS
q日ures the more accurate inference of packet losses on 
SC. Therefore, if there exist more than one proxy mea­
surement servers，七he most preferable server is the one 
showing the lowest round-trip losses to the target. 
To let the packets travel along the above trees 
without use of the LSRR option, Pα and 凡 should
cause S to return some reply packets. Moreover, since 
the destination of七he reply is usually determined by the 
IP source address in the received packet at S, C should 
send the second packet 凡by letting its IP source ad­
dress be replaced with that of M in (II), and M should 
send the first packet Pα by letting its IP source address 
be replaced with that of C in (III). 
In (II), unfortunately, since client C is likely to 
be on a user-host, a packet sent by C bound for the 
Internet with an IP source address not owned by C ’B 
local domain may be prohibited by an exit router of the 
domain or an edge router of the connected ISP from 
being forwarded. This is because a number of security 
incidents ( eιDoS attack) caused by malicious use 
of modified IP source addresses have been reported. 
In (III), on the other hand, since pr低y measuremen七
server M is expected to be installed for a special and 
dedicated purpose (e.g., M may be installed by the ISP 
itself 回 a service function), the above problem can be 
avoided. 
R凶hermore, in (III), even though a firewall in 
front of C may prohibit any packets bound for C ex­
cept for a reply to some packet sent from C before, to 
send a dummy (fake) packet from C to S (through the 
日rewall) in advance avoids the problem in most c回es.
Consequently, while type (II) is more efficient be­
cause one-way loss rates of the forward and backward 
directions ぽe inferred simultaneously, type (III) is more 
widely applicable in the current Internet. 
3.3 Prototype Implementations of the Type (I) and 
(III) Tools
We have developed prototypes of type (I) and type (III) 
tools. Pa and Pb are implemented by the UDP pack­
ets, and the replies to them are the UDP echo response 
or some ICMP message packets. Although our tools 
can use several possible ICMP messages, use of the 
Time-exceeded message seems suitable in many cases, 
because - i) most of the current routers properly reply 
to any time-exceeded packets ( though a few routers do 
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(B) Gi亘通〉
口
Dummy 
destmat10n 
Fig. 3 Typical usage of the stand-alone tool. 
(B) (A) 
Fig. 4 Typical usage of the type (III) client-server style tool. 
not reply to them); ii) they are unlikely七o be suspected 
剖 malicious activities; and iii) they can sometimes de­
tect the change of the route. 
In order to infer the loss rate on a path to/from 
an application serverヲ it is practical to infer that on 
a path segment to/from a boundary (entrance/exit) 
router in front of the application server instead ( e. g ぅ
Fig. 3(A) and Fig.4(A)), because i) in most c問問
う
the server is protected by a firewall う which may prohibit 
a町measurement packets from reaching the server; ii) 
even if no七 ぅ measurement packets should not affect the 
busyぅ heavy-loaded server; and iii) packet losses on the 
関rver冶LAN (between the server and the boundary 
router) may be negligible. Note that an idea to in­
fer one-way packet losses on the exact paths from/to a 
client to/from an application server is to utilize TCP 
protocol sequences under the application protocol itself 
(e.g・ ぅ sti時間） To extend our tools so 剖 to use prob­
mg packets of TCP instead of UDP remains as future 
work. 
In order to infer the loss rate on a path segment 
to/from a router residi時in a path, it is assumed that 
i) the route of the path (between the client and the ap­
Plication server） ぅ e.g・ ぅ the rm山内IP address or the hop
count along the pathヲ is known a priori ( e.g. う by using
traceroute); and ii) the route does not change within
the measurement period. Note that “running tracer-
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oute on the clientヲヲ is not a perfect solution to know 
(infer) the routes of the paths when the forward and 
backward paths have different routes う because it needs 
the IP source route option to infer the route of the 
backward path, which is sometimes prohibited as men 
tioned before. While several works have been trying to 
know the backward-route from a server う this remains 
for future studies. 
In the above sense う our 七ools can infer one way 
packet loss rates not only on a path between the client 
and an application server う but on a path segment of the 
path う and thus can find the congested area along the 
path. Figure 3 and Fig. 4 show detailed and realistic 
examples. 
In Fig. 3 ぅ （A) and (B) show the routes of probe 
packets (the UDP packets with an appropriate Time­
To-Live (TTL) and the ICMP Time-exceeded message 
packets as replies to them) when the stand-alone tool 
infers packet losses on both of the forward and the back 
ward path segments between C and R 1 (a boundary 
router for S), and between C and R2 ( an intern di­
ate router along the paths） ぅ respectively. In c剖e (A） う
C sends A bound for a dummy destination with the 
LSRR option to be forwarded by way of R1 , and with 
some TTL value so that it will decrease to O at R3 on 
a path to the dummy destination host. On the other 
t聞
some TTL value so that it will decrease to O at R1 with­
out use of LSRR. In general う if there exists a router 
(Ri) beyond the target (R2) along a path う then we can 
use R1 as a reflector for the second packet Pb. A re­
quirement from the inference method is that the two 
reply packets returned back to C are independent with 
respect to los日 behaviors so that 6 (Eq. (3) in Sect. 2) 
is small. Therefore う if the replies from R1 and from 
R2 p剖日es through the same backward path segment in 
ISP2 so closely or a congestion on that segment contin­
ues so long う then one of the pair packets is likely to be 
dropped when the other is dropped う and thus う a signiι 
icant inference (bias) error may be introduced in case 
(B). 
Similarlyぅ h Fig. 4 う （A) and (B) show the routes 
of probe packets when the client-server style tool (type 
(III) in Fig. 2) infers packet losses on the backward path
segments from R1 to C ヲ and from R2 to C う respectively.
4. Experiments
4.1 Estimation of the Accuracy and Stability of the 
Method on a Test-Bed over the Internet 
First we evaluated the inference accuracy and stability 
of the method on which our tools relied. This was done 
by comparing the inferred loss rates to the actual loss 
rates on a test-bed consisting of four nodes (UNIX PCs) 
over the Internet. These four PCs were distribu七ed in 
the Internet of Japan う and we regarded one-way paths 
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between them as links αb，α，and b in Fig. l, by which 
we constructed six pa七terns of tree-structured paths. 
These paths traversed four major ISPs and two major 
Internet exchanges (IX) in Japan. We have performed 
a number of experiments running the type (III) tool un­
der various parameters in di旺erent day, time and path 
configurations, over three months. 
On the test-bed, since probe packets could be ob四
served at the intermediate node (node 3 in Fig. l), the 
actual loss rates of the probe packets on each segment 
were observable. Let ι （r ξ ｛α，b}) be the number of 
trials in which Pr reaches the internal node 3, and Iαb 
be 七he number of trials in which both Pa and A reach 
node 3. Then, we have: 
Zαb 問主， zα 問手， (10) 
A ’ ι.α 
F,」仁九 」付」こと」土－1, ε応 1一二三三 (11) 
IαbEαEb h 
where Eα ，Eb, and Eab are defined in Sect. 2. Recall 
εand S 町e the two main factors of bias errors in the 
inference as described in Eq. (6) in Sect. 2. The right­
hand quanti七ies can be regarded as the actual values 
though they include the convergence errors. 
Table 1 shows the tool parameters we examined. 
Note that we did not see particular differences in in­
ference accuracy among two packet types and three 
packet sizes in our experiments. There 町e some con­
flicting factors: i) The larger N can lead to the smaller 
convergence errors, which is vital to the loss inference 
for path segments whose conditions are fairly good and 
loss rates are low; ii) The smaller N or the shorter 
Int (the mean inter-trial time) can lead to the shorter 
measurement period, which is preferable to capture the 
change of states (time-varying characteristics); and iii) 
The longer Int may lead to the smaller side-effect to 
the network (iムless traffic load) and the lower cor­
relation among trials, which depend on the network 
states and bandwidths on the paths. In our experi­
menγ 凧
appropria七e choice, which implied that what we infer 
was the 5-minutes mean packet loss rates. The rea­
sons for this 町e剖follows: 1) In most of our experi­
ments, loss rates were less than 0.01 (1%) and should 
be investigated in the order below 0.5%. Thus, since 
the number of lost packets for capturing such losses is 
no more than N×0.005, the C剖es with N = 1000 or 
2000 cannot be expected to produce reliable statistics 
for those losses; 2) According to a study on the con-
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stancy of Internet path properties [9], the loss rat田 are
likely to stable in a few or ten minutes. In this sense, it 
may be reasonable that Int×N must be less than 10 
minutes, and thus, combined with N = 3000, both of 
Int= 0.1 and 0.05 （～5 and 2.5 mins.）町e acceptable; 
3) In our experiments, we found the res1此s in C邸側
with Int = 0.1 and 0.05 were quite similar, and thus,
Int= 0.1 is preferable because of its less side-effect.
On the other hand, since the measurement per・
formed by our tools may resemble DoS attacks, the 
smaller N and the larger Int are preferable at the se­
curity point of view. To the end, the optimal param­
eters may strongly depend on the requested accuracy, 
requirements from the environment, and the network 
condition. A systematic optimization of those par創n­
eters is of practical importance and remains as future 
work. 
Figure 5 shows the actual loss rates on links αb and 
α （by 1 Xαb and 1 - Xa using the right-hand sid田 in
Eq. (10)) and inferred loss rates of them (by 1 一 九b and 
l 一 九using the right-hand sides in Eq. (8) in Sect. 2) 
being calculated in 3000 successive trials over all ex・
periments using random inter-trial time (uniform and 
exponential distributions), which indicates the accurate 
inference through a broad range of loss rates. 
Figure 6 shows the time-variation of the actual 
and inferred loss rates on links αb and α （i.e., 1 - Xab, 
1 一 九b, 1 - Xα ， and 1 九） in two sample experi開
ments, where each experiment consisted of 10000 sue­
cessive trials with exponentially distributed inter-trial 
time (0.1 sec mean). The actual and inferred loss rates 
were calculated in each moving measurement window 
consisting of 3000 successive trials shifted by 500 tri­
als (i.e., [1, 3000], [501, 3500], . . .  , [7001, 10000]). The 
0.3 
0.25 
星 0.2 
� 0.15 
al 
豊 0.1
／ 
。.05
0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 
Actual loss rates 
Fig. 5 Comparison between actual and inferred loss rates. 
τ'able 1 
Parameters 
Probe pad王et type 
UDP packet size 
Inter-trial time distribution 
Int (r田an inter-trial time) 
N (# of trials in a measurement period) 
Measurement parameters. 
「一一「Tested values 
UDP-echo, UDP+ICMP 
64, 256, 1400 (byt田）
fixed, uniform, exponential 
0.1, 0.05 (s閃）
1000, 2000, 3000 
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Fig. 6 Actual and inferred loss rates in two sample 
experiment昌．
inferred values seem to well track actual loss rates. 
Figure 7 shows （εぅ 5)-plot over the experiments
with each specific inter-trial distribution of fixed, uni 
form う and exponential distributions ( each of them con­
sists of about 2000 experiments) where εand 5 were 
calculated in 3000 successive trials by Eq. (11). Si町e
the bias error depends onεand 5 linearly (Eq. (6) 
in Sect. 2） ラ ε was domi
with respect to the inference accuraぞy in our experi­
ments. Note that, from Eq. (6） ぅ a largeεcauses an 
over明estimation of zαb (i.e., an under-estimation of the
loss rate on link ab) and an under-estimation of Xa (i.e. 司
an over-estimation of the loss rate on link α）， which 
agrees with Fig. 6. In the worst cases，εwas close to 
0.04, which means 4% errors in 九b and 九. However,
such inaccuracy aro呂e only in cases with a fixed inter一
trial t凹rr
expor剖iall）ア） distributed inter-trial time う εwas less
th組 or equal to 0.01, i.e., 1 % errors in九b and 九，
which verified the acceptable accuracy and stability of 
the inference method. 
Figure 8 verifies the property of the upper-bound 
ofε（ Eq. (9) in Sect. 2). 
4-2 Validation of the Tools in Actual Environments
on the Internet 
lNf!xt we tried our tools in practical use ぅ that is ぅ infer­
ring one-w町packet loss rates from several routers (in 
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Fig. 7 (c, 5)-plot over the experim目出 with each specific 
inter-trial distribution 
front of some famous web servers) in the Inter凹t to one 
of our nodes. Since the actual loss rates were not avail­
able for us in such environments う we validated the infer­
ence performed by our tools in two indirect ways. One 
was to compare the inferred values by two instances of 
the type (III) client server style tool rum血g simulta­
neously. The other was to compare the inferred val­
ues by an i凶ta町e of the type (III) client-server style 
tool and two insta町es of the type (I) stand alone tool 
running simultaneously. We employ the following pa­
rame七ers in all measurements: a 64 bytes UDP packet 
and its reply of ICMP Time】exceeded message, expo­
nentially distributed inter-trial time with 0.1 sec mean, 
and N = 3000. 
Figure 9 shows the idea of the former experiment. 
We performed two instances of the client』server style 
七ool a七 七he same time; they inferred the same one-way 
T 
宜
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宜'able 2 The hops from proxy measurement servers and a 
client to targets in Fig. 9. 
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Validation of the type (I) tool in actual environments. 
without use of LSRR ( that should be examined on the 
配curacy of inferring loss rates) at the same time; they 
inferred the same onかway loss rates from router R to 
C. Both of the s七and幽alone tool instances running on
C sent the second packet 凡to an application server;
one of them sent 九so 剖 to cause router R' (7-hops 
far beyond R) to return a reply, while the other in
Fig.11 
loss rates from router R to C where we employed four 
different routers in the Internet as R. One of two in­
stances run on C and M1, while the other run on C
and M2・Table 2 shows the distances (hops) from M1, 
M2 姐d C to the four target routers （回 R).
The top one in Fig. 10 comp紅白 inferred loss rates 
by them in a number of experiments. The differences 
between each pair of inferred values are less than or 
equal to 0.01, which are consistent with the previous 
result of 1 %-accuracy. 
Figure 11 shows the idea of the latter experiment. 
We performed one instance of the client-server style tool 
( that is expected to gi刊 good approximations of actual 
loss rates), and two instances of七he stand-alone tool 
V乱lid前ion of the type (III) tool in 紙切乱l environments. Fig.9 
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宜'able 3 The route from a client to an application server in 
Fig. 11. 
hop address rttl (ms) rtt2 (ms) rtt3 (ms) 
1 131.206.38.254 0.321 0.304 0.263 
12 150.99.197.6.5 142.347 147.357 140.077 
13 150.99.197.5 144.161 145.694 水
l4R 150.99.197.26 162.191 180.358 ＊ 
15 R
" 150.99.99.28 165.938 177.209 183.332 
16 62.40.103.197 435.363 443.906 433.179 
20 146.97.35.86 438.847 427.946 440.030 
21 R' 146.97.40.82 442.338 448.333 445.698 
22 163.1.0.90 426 目015 528.339 428.483 
stance sent Pi, so 出 to cause router R" ( next to R) to 
return a reply. Table 3 shows an output of the “tracer­
outeうう from client C to the application server where we 
employed 150.99.197.26 as R う 150.99.99.28 as Rにand
146.97.40.82 as R". 
The bottom one in Fig. 10 comp紅白 inferred loss 
rates by them in a number of experiments. While the 
s七and-alo問 tool using a router (as a reflector for the 
second packet) far b句アond the target router showed the 
similar inference accuracy 剖 the client server style tool う
that using a next-hop router exhibited more inference 
errors ( over estimations of zα ） う which must be due to 
some degree of 8. This result implies possible case日
in which the stand-alone tool can work accurately: (i) 
there exists an appropriate router ( as a reflector for the 
second packet Pb) far beyond the target router; (ii) the 
degree of 8 ( d田 to Pα and Pb closely traveling) can 
be estimated in some way; or (iii) the LSRR option 
is available for letting packets travel along appropriate 
tree－ 日tructured paths. 
5. Concluding Remarks
We have developed prototype tool邑 for inferring one­
W町packet loss rates on a path segment from/to an 
end-host (a client) to/from a specified target host (an 
application server or a router) without a町me剖ure­
ment on七he target. We have evaluated七hem by 吃xper
iments in the Internet environment う which showed that 
the tools could infer the loss rates within 1 % errors 
in various network conditions. For improvement and 
deployment of our toolsう we need to conduct more ex­
periments and analysis in various actual environments. 
In particular, it should be studied how to decide a set 
of appropriate parameters and how to reliably es七imate
the degree of the inference error. 
We are also trying to extend the tools in ordぽ
to ir由r quel 
neck bandwidth [12] on a path segment to/from a target 
host. 
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